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Label: Sweet Mental Revenge Records 
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Genre: Country (hardcore honky tonk) 
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• Ultra rare Louisiana country / hardcore honky-tonk/ private press masterpiece from 1970 

• All original songs and a beyond essential shoulda-been-country-music-classic 

• Carefully restored and remastered sound. 

• Extensive liner notes by Luke Torn (Uncut Magazine) 

• Deluxe gatefold sleeve 

• Printed inner sleeve 

• Colored vinyl 

• From the same label that brought you the highly acclaimed Rodger Wilhoit reissue 
 

Louisiana is a unique place. Only the backwoods of Mississippi, Alabama and South Texas can come close to the vibe that 
emanates from places like Alexandria, Crowley, Lake Charles and all the surrounding backwater towns.  
Dark back roads lined with run down bars and roadhouses where people work hard and drink harder.  
 
In Nashville they cried in their beer, in Richard Gibbs’ world it was blood that filled their shot glasses. Richard wrote of 
loneliness, booze and a need to escape a life of despair. Gibbs’ voice is half bayou/half barroom as he tells stories like “Drinkin’ 
Spree”, “Empty Glass”, “Too Busy Hurtin'” and “Ten Bottles Of Whiskey”. But it’s the title track that exposes the raw nerves of 
our storyteller’s psyche - as he treats his immortality like a plastic cup from “Nickel Beer Night”.  
Richard is a drunk, bruised, sad sack of a character who stumbles home after lamenting his love-life and losing at fisticuffs.  
 
I don’t know of any LP that captures the depths of emotion and feeling of gloom that “No Use To Grieve” exudes. Even amongst 
the hardest core Country collectors this LP is unknown.  
 
Now Sweden’s Sweet Mental Revenge Records have tracked Richard Gibbs and guitarist Belton Thibodeaux down for 
interviews and the extensive liner notes written by Luke Torn (Uncut Magazine) finally tells the story of one of country music’s 
holiest grail. 
 
 
1. No Use To Grieve 

2. Drinkin’ Spree 
3. Bad Dreams 
4. Hey Mr Lucky 

5. It’s All Over Between Us 
6. Lettin’ My Emotions Go 
 

Sid B 
1. I Can’t Get You Off My Mind 
2. Ten Bottles Of Whiskey 
3. I’m So Glad We’re Back Together 

4. Too Busy Hurtin’ 
5. Empty Glass 
6. I Can Hear The Bells Ringing 

 

Press photos, interviews and further info: L-P Anderson, +46 736-293434  royal.beat@telia.com, 
www.skivmassa.se 
 

www.rodgerwilhoit.bandcamp.com 
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